Request for Tender by OQ – QUOTE DUE BY AUG 31, 2018
Paperbark Flats neighbour
Specification
Map Name
New map or remap?
Map Required

Map Scale
Area of map
Is there a georeferenced base map?
Is there a base map in OCAD 10 or
higher?
Will map be extended in future?
Is there Lidar or other data available
for area?
What is vegetation?

Deadline for map.
Variance allowed to quote

Details
PBF Neighbour
New Map
Proposed initial map are the three private land
holdings marked in purple to the North and the
small piece remaining East of private land to
connect to existing PBF map. Considerable cherry
picking of best areas is expected to keep costs
down and remainder marked as “Detail not
Mapped” -- parts of this map are expected to be
developed in near future. The goal is to map and
use multiple times as quickly as possible before
being lost (but rocky slopes near PBF are expected
to always be available.)
1:10,000
Approx 2 square kilometres due to cherry picking.
No. Geo-referencing is required.
No but map should be adjoined to current PBF map
as single map file.
No, the opposite!
Yes, excellent Lidar available from ICC.
Similar to Mundoolin in the flat areas (lantana you
can always get through) and some rock areas on
slopes quite runnable like PBF on a good year.
Unexpected amounts of erosion and mound detail
in places. Very fast to very slow. Map is to be
designed for OY standard using an experienced
course setter.
Dec 2018
Up to 10% without requiring approval. Any
increase in quote beyond this level requires written
approval from OQ Mapping Officer.
TBA
UG

First event use.
Club to which map reverts after first
event.
Distance from Brisbane GPO.
40km
Note for Sprint Maps quotes are generally related to number of buildings and complexity therein.
SEE OVER
In your quote, please separate cost of:

--Production of Map including expected number of days field work.
--Travel and accommodation. Note car travel is reimbursed at 30 cents per kilometre

Please note the following OQ Mapping Conditions.
1) Maps should be drawn to ISOM 2017 and ISSOM 2007 specifications
2) The mapper should allow, as part of their quote, the time to make any map changes as
requested by controller of first event up to a maximum of one half day field work and map edits.
Such changes to be provided by the controller to the mapper at least one month prior to event.
3) After the completion of first event on the map, the OCAD map file is to be provided to the OQ
Mapping Officer. Any areas on map not mapped in detail should be clearly described as such.

4) Payment Terms. 80% of Map production costs and 100% of travel costs upon sighting of map in
near final form. The remaining 20% after completion of first event and handover of OCAD map
file.
5) The mapper grants Orienteering Queensland ownership of copyright. OQ reciprocally will
acknowledge the original and subsequent mappers whenever using the map.
6) Individual clubs are responsible for any costs of maintaining maps and any major or minor
updates using their own volunteers or as they see fit. Clubs are expected to inform the original
mapper of any changes.

